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INTRODUCTION
The People’s Budget OC is a participatory movement of community members and organizations
fighting for an Orange County budget that works for the people. This report provides the results
of the People’s Budget OC survey, which allows the people of OC to share their priorities for the
County’s almost $1 billion discretionary budget.
The report focuses on the discretionary budget, which represents about 12% of the County’s
total $7.5 billion budget, because, unlike the rest of the budget, the County Board of
Supervisors has total control over the discretionary budget and sets the priorities for it. More
than 90% of the discretionary budget comes from local property tax dollars, while much of the
remaining County budget is funded by dedicated funding sources from outside of Orange
County.
The priorities of the supervisors, as reflected in the discretionary budget, should embody the
needs and interests of the communities and people they were elected to represent. However,
there is a serious lack of transparency and public participation in the budgetary process,
resulting in significant disparity between the recommended discretionary budget and the needs
of the public.
Below is a synopsis of the survey’s methodology and results:
The People’s Budget OC is based on the responses of the 1015 1 people who filled out the survey
between its launch on July 22, 2020 and August 22, 2020. The survey was disseminated through
peoplesbudgetoc.org, social media and coalition organizations participating in the People’s
Budget OC campaign. It is translated into Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Arabic, and Vietnamese.
The survey will remain open to inform future iterations of the People’s Budget OC.
Survey participants’ top priorities for investment are 1) public health; 2) affordable and
supportive housing to end and prevent homelessness; 3) health and mental health programs; 4)
anti-racist education; 5) community building, and human relations; 6) environmental
conservation and climate change; 7) investment in our children and youth; and 8) rent relief, in
that order, collectively referred to as community Investments.
The lowest priorities for investment are: 1) the Orange County District Attorney’s Office; 2) the
Orange County Sheriff’s Department; and 3) Jails, in declining order of priority, collectively
referred to as “public protection”.

The People’s Budget OC Coalition will continue to provide a participatory platform for the people of OC to express their
priorities and fight for a budget that works for everyone. We will update the People’s Budget OC as Orange County residents
continue to fill the survey.
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Accordingly, the People’s Budget OC commits nine times more to community investments than
to public protection.
We urge the OC Board of Supervisors to take action and adopt a discretionary budget that
aligns with the priorities of the people they have been elected to represent and serve.

THE PEOPLE’S BUDGET PRIORITIES
An overwhelming majority of people say that investment in our communities--public health,
affordable housing and supportive services, health and mental health, children and youth,
environmental conservation and climate change, anti-racist education, community building,
and human relations, and rent relief--is either “important” or “absolutely essential.” A
minority of people say that investment in the DA’s Office, the Sheriff’s Department, and jails is
“important” or “absolutely essential.”

HIGHEST COMMUNITY PRIORITIES
Percent of respondents indicating that investment in this area is important or absolutely essential

In response to a write-in item that asks people to share what else they want the County Board
of Supervisors to invest in, people overwhelmingly mentioned community investments, such as
affordable housing, education, mental health, and public health. People used slightly different
words and phrases to indicate the issues they want investment in, and the word cloud below
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captures the richness of their responses. Larger and bolder words and phrases indicate a higher
frequency of responses.
Answers to the question: What else (if anything) do you think the County Board of
Supervisors should invest in?

LOWEST COMMUNITY PRIORITIES
What do people say is not at all important? Between 12-21% of survey respondents say that
investments in jails, OCSD, and DA are not at all important, compared to only 1% who believe
that investments in anti-racist education, the environment, rent relief and affordable housing
are not at all important. Less than one-half of 1% of all people say that investments in health
and mental health programs, public health, and our children and youth are not at all
important.2

2

The percentages shown for health and mental health programs, public health, and children and youth are rounded to zero
because less than one-half of 1% of respondents indicated that investment in these categories are “not at all important.”
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Percent of respondents indicating that investment in this area is not at all important

When we asked people what else they want the County Board of Supervisors to take money
away from, they overwhelmingly mentioned the County’s apparatus of social control, including
law enforcement, the jails, and the DA’s office. Again, larger and bolder words and phrases
indicate a higher frequency of responses.
Answers to the question: What else (if anything) do you think the County Board of
Supervisors should take money away from?
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THE PEOPLE’S BUDGET OC
To create budget allocations for the People’s Budget OC, we started with a budget in which
funds are distributed equally across budget categories, and then weighted the allocations by
the percentage of survey participants who say the category is “important” or “absolutely
essential.” Weighting the data rebalances the allocations to reflect the priorities of the survey
participants.3 Using this weighting system, we created a budget with the following budget
allocations:


The combined investment in community needs—public health; affordable housing and
supportive services; health and mental health programs; children and youth;
environmental conservation and climate change; anti-racist education, community
building, and human relations; and rent relief—would be about nine times larger than
the combined investment in what Orange County calls “Public Protection”--the DA’s
Office, the Sheriff’s Department, and jails.



Each community investment would represent about three times the investment in the
DA’s Office, four times the investment in the Sheriff’s Department, and four times the
investment in jails.

3

To weight the data, we start with a budget in which each category has an equal allocation, and then multiply that allocation
by the percentage of survey respondents who say investment in the category is “important” or “absolutely essential.” So, for
example, if we assign an allocation of “1” to each category, we then multiply the value of 1 by .96 for the public health
category, because 96% of respondents say that investment in public health is “important” or “absolutely essential.” This
weighting strategy rebalances the budget to reflect the priorities of survey participants, because each category receives
allocations proportional to the percentage of survey participants who say the category is “important” or “absolutely essential.”
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How do the People’s Budget survey results compare to the OC Board of Supervisors’
Recommended Discretionary Budget?
The Supervisors’ recommended discretionary budget is about $890.1 million this year, and they
alone prioritize and control how these tax dollars are spent. The recommended discretionary
budget for the upcoming fiscal year commits more than half of these unrestricted funds to
Social Control or what they have labeled as “Public Protection.” This category includes the DA’s
Office, Detention Release, Probation, the Sheriff-Coroner Department, and the Trial Courts. Just
these five entities represent $405.2 million of “Public Protection’s” overall $490.6 discretionary
budget.4 Importantly, discretionary budget funding for “Public Protection” has increased
exponentially in the last ten years and has accounted for more than 50% of the County’s net
County cost (NCC) since 2009.
How do the OC Board of Supervisors’ priorities stack up against the priorities reflected in the
People’s Budget OC? The Supervisors’ recommended discretionary budget commits almost
three times more to Social Control/”Public Protection” (the County’s apparatus of social
control) than to community services.
Discretionary Budget for "Public Protection" vs. Community Services:
The County Recommended Budget
Community Services: Community Resources,
Health Care Agency, and Social Service Agency

$154,205,290

"Public Protection:" DA’s Office, Detention
Release, Probation, the Sheriff-Coroner, and the
Trial Courts

$405,239,790

$0

$150,000,000

$300,000,000

$450,000,000

By contrast, the People’s Budget OC commits nine times more to community services than to
“Public Protection.”
Discretionary Budget for "Public Protection" vs. Community Services:
The People's Budget OC
Community Services: Public health, affordable housing and
supportive services, health and mental health programs,
children and youth, environmental conservation and
climate change, anti-racist education, community…
"Public Protection": The DA's Office, Sheriff-Coroner, Jails

“Public Protection” also includes services that are not part of the county’s apparatus of social control, including watchdog
entities such as the Grand Jury and Office of Independent Review. Such categories receive a very small percentage of the
overall budget for “Public Protection”.
4
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Let’s take a look at what the County is recommending for the discretionary budget for fiscal
year 2020-2021 to see how the Supervisors are suggesting discretionary budget funds be
allocated under their control to “Public Protection:” The recommended budget for the
upcoming fiscal year is scheduled to be adopted on September 15th.

Categories Under "Public Protection" Discretionary Funding
TRIAL COURTS

$45,594,727.00

SHERIFF-CORONER

$181,244,416.00

PROBATION

$105,147,195.00

DETENTION RELEASE

$1,688,715.00

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

$71,564,737.00
$-

$50,000,000

$100,000,000

$150,000,000

$200,000,000



If the budget is adopted as recommended, it would reflect a ten-year increase of 112%
in discretionary funds allocated to the OC Sheriff’s Department (OCSD), and a 34%
increase in the discretionary funds allotted to the Orange County District Attorney’s
Office (OCDA). When looking at just the last five years, the recommended budget would
result in an increase of 79% for the OCSD and an increase of 54% for the OCDA.



Orange County jails are staffed by OC Sheriff Deputies who are responsible for custodial
operations, and as such, discretionary budget funds for County jails fall under the
Sheriff-Coroner category.



The funding the OCSD receives from the discretionary budget is in addition to significant
funding from other sources. For context, the 2020-2021 total recommended budget for
the OC Sheriff’s Department is $693.2 million.
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Let’s take a look at the County’s recommended budget to see how the Supervisors have
allocated the discretionary budget funds under their control to “Community Services:”

Catagories Under "Community Services" Discretionary Funding
SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCY

$49,986,837

HEALTH CARE AGENCY

$94,336,468

HEALTH CARE AGENCY - PUBLIC GUARDIAN

$4,753,846

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

$5,128,139
$-

$20,000,000 $40,000,000 $60,000,000 $80,000,000 $100,000,000

“Community Services” includes some of the community investments that survey participants
say are important or absolutely essential:


Affordable housing linked with supportive services to end and prevent homelessness
receives no investment of discretionary budget funds.



Rent relief receives no known investment of discretionary budget funds.



Health Care Agency: Public health, health care, and mental health (what the County
calls “behavioral health”) are all part of the County’s Health Care Agency. The Health
Care Agency recommended budget has grown by 28% ($235 million) since last year,
primarily due to funding sources from outside of Orange County that are related to
anticipated expenses for COVID-19 response. The Health Care Agency recommended
discretionary budget allocation has increased by only 3.9% since last year.



Public health receives no investment of discretionary budget funds.



Community Resources: The OC Recommended Budget slashes the overall discretionary
budget for Community Resources by 69%. Community Resources includes programs for
OC libraries, parks, veterans, and older adults, among others.
o This is the category in which we would expect to find most of the following areas
that survey participants say are important or absolutely essential: Anti-racist
education, community building, and human relations; investments in our
children and youth; Environmental conservation and climate change. We could
find no County investment of discretionary funds in these categories.
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Survey participants’ satisfaction with how the Board of Supervisors is spending
their tax dollars
Given the disparity between priorities reflected in the OC Supervisors’ recommended budget
and the priorities reflected in the People’s Budget OC, it is not surprising that almost threequarters of survey participants (71%) said they were very dissatisfied or somewhat dissatisfied
with how the Board of Supervisors is spending their tax dollars.

How satisfied are you with how the Board of Supervisors is
choosing to spend your tax dollars?
VERY DISSATISFIED

40%
31%

SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED
NEITHER SATISFIED OR DISSATISFIED

24%

SOMEWHAT SATISFIED

4%

VERY SATISFIED

1%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

ADOPT A PEOPLE’S BUDGET OC
Good governance requires responding to the needs of the people and prioritizing their
interests. In contrast to the needs and interests reflected in the People’s Budget OC, the
County’s recommended discretionary budget indicates that the OC Supervisors continue to
prioritize “Public Protection” (including the DA’s Office, the Sheriff-Coroner Department, and
the Trial Courts) at the expense of local community investments.
At this historic moment, a nationwide movement has risen up to correct decades of
overinvestment in law enforcement and jails –expenditures that come at the expense of
pressing community priorities. As identified by the People’s Budget OC survey participants,
these community priorities include investments in public health, affordable housing and
supportive services, health and mental health, children and youth, environmental conservation
and climate change, anti-racist education, community building, and human relations, and rent
relief. The need for genuine investment in community needs has never been more critical than
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now, as the County confronts the worldwide public health crisis and economic meltdown
brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.
We urge the OC Board of Supervisors to adopt a People’s Budget OC that reverses years of
over-investment in “public protection” by prioritizing community investments that make our
County safer, more humane, vibrant, equitable, and just.

METHODOLOGY
The People’s Budget OC Survey can be found on the People’s Budget OC website at
peoplesbudgetoc.org.
The survey was translated into Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Arabic, and Vietnamese and was
distributed via email. The survey opened on July 22, 2020 and remains open. The data for the
People’s Budget OC derives from the results of the 1015 surveys filled out from the day the
survey opened through August 22, 2020. Future iterations of the People’s Budget OC will
incorporate survey results from people who fill out the survey after August 22.
The survey responses were received from all five districts of Orange County and were spread
fairly evenly across County districts, with District 3 representing the highest response rate (~
25% of all responses).
The survey asks people to indicate whether they think County investment in several categories
is: a) not at all important, b) slightly important, c) moderately important, d) important, or e)
absolutely essential. The categories are: 1) Affordable housing and supportive services to end
and prevent homelessness; 2) Rent relief; 3) Health and mental health programs; 4) Public
health; 5) Anti-racist education, community building, and human relations; 6) Investments in
our children and youth: after school programs, neighborhood youth programs, child
development, and other enrichment programs; 7) Environmental conservation and climate
change; 8) The Sheriff's Department; 9) Jails; and 10) The District Attorney’s Office.
The People’s Budget OC was created by assuming a budget in which funding is distributed
equally across every category, and then weighting the allocation in each category by the
percentage of respondents who indicated that investment in the category is “important” or
“absolutely essential.”
The survey also asks people to answer the following questions by writing in their responses: 1)
What else (if anything) do you think the County Board of Supervisors should invest in?; and 2)
What else (if anything) do you think the County Board of Supervisors should take money away
from? The word clouds were generated from the responses to these questions. Words and
phrases in target font indicate a higher frequency of responses.
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ABOUT PEOPLE’S BUDGET OC COALITION
The People’s Budget OC Coalition is fighting for a better Orange County: a more vibrant and
humane place to live in which every community member has full access to housing, health and
mental health care; where our children and youth, our environment, and racial justice are top
priorities; and where people have freedom from policing and jails. To make this future a reality,
we are raising public awareness about Orange County’s almost $1 billion discretionary budget
fund, which the OC Board of Supervisors controls and sets priorities for. Historically, the
Supervisor's budget decisions prioritize “public protection” – that is, law enforcement,
prosecution, and jails over real community investments.
If your organization would like to join the People’s Budget OC movement, please fill out this
form.
The People’s Budget OC Coalition includes:
ACLU – SoCal
Chispa
Housing is a Human Right OC
OC Equality Coalition
OC Know Justice Know Peace
Orange County Poor People’s Campaign

OC Protest Community Coalition
Yalla Indivisible
All of Us or None/Todos O Nadie
People’s Homeless Task Force OC
Transforming Justice OC
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